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The statistical topography of two-dimensional interfaces in the presence of quenched dis
is studied utilizing combinatorial optimization algorithms. Finite-size scaling is used to mea
geometrical exponents associated with contour loops and fully packed loops. We find that contou
exponents depend on the type of disorder (periodic vs nonperiodic) and that they satisfy scaling re
characteristic of self-affine rough surfaces. Fully packed loops on the other hand are not affect
disorder with geometrical exponents that take on their pure values. [S0031-9007(97)04937-5]
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Elastic manifolds in random media are used t
model various condensed-matter systems with quench
disorder, including flux-line arrays in dirty type-II su-
perconductors [1], and charge density waves [2]. The
disparate systems exhibit a common feature, namely
low-temperature glassy phase in which static and dynam
properties are dominated by the disorder. One of t
simplest models used to study this glassy phase is giv
by a two-dimensional isotropic interfaces embedded
a three-dimensional disordered medium. The interfa
Hamiltonian in the continuum limit is

Hssshhsxdjddd 
Z

d2x

"
K
2

j=hsxdj2 1 V fx, hsxdg

#
, (1)

where hsxd is the height of the interface above a fla
basal plane indexed by a two-dimensional vectorx, and
K is the elastic stiffness constant. Depending on wheth
the otherwise uncorrelated random potentialV fx, hsxdg
is nonperiodic or periodic along the height direction, th
interface is usually referred to as arandom manifoldor a
random elastic medium,respectively [3].

Much of the analytical understanding of theseglassy
interfaces comes from functional renormalization grou
calculations [4,5]. The random manifold is found to
have a zero-temperature fixed point characterized by
roughness exponentz ø 0.41 [4], i.e., the width (W )
of the interface, as measured by the square root of t
height variance, scales with its lateral linear size (L)
as W , Lz . The random elastic medium on the othe
hand exhibits a low-temperature fixed line below a gla
transition. Along this line the interface issuperrough
[W , lnsLd], while in the high-temperature phase it is
marginally rough [W ,

p
lnsLd] [5]. Recent numerical

studies of theexact ground-state roughness based o
combinatorial optimization algorithms strongly support th
above picture [6].
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In this Letter, we apply further refined implementa
tions of these polynomial-in-time algorithms to study th
topography [7] of disordered interfaces at zero temper
ture. In contrast to the usual paradigm of a rugged lan
scape [8] where the surface morphology is described
terms of height-height correlations, we instead focus o
extended, nonlocal features of the random geometry as
pressed by contour loops (i.e., lines of constant height) a
fully packed loops (defined below). We measure differen
geometricalexponents for the two types of loops and chec
various scaling relations among them [see Eq. (5)]. Th
approach has proven to be very useful in characterizi
the morphology of rough surfaces whenever thecomplete
height profile is available [9].

From the results obtained for contour loops our ma
conclusion is that glassy interfaces are self-affine an
rough, with roughness exponents in good agreement w
theoretical findings. The study of fully packed loops o
the other hand addresses the question of the effect
quenched disorder on critical fluctuations. Namely, th
discrete interface models we employ map to disordere
fully packed loop models. In the absence of disorde
this loop model is critical and its exponents have bee
calculated exactly using Bethe ansatz and Coulomb g
techniques [10]. Unexpectedly, here we find that th
values of the pure exponents areunaffectedby disorder.

Models and algorithms.—To simulate both random
and random-periodic interfaces, we consider a simp
cubic lattice with random bond weights (energies) an
its directed (111) interface. This interface is defined o
the dual lattice with each elementary plaquette (a squa
intersecting a single bond of the simple cubic lattice. Th
cost of such an interface is defined to be the sum of th
weights of all the bonds that it cuts. When simulating
random manifoldthe integer-valued weight of each bond
is chosen independently and uniformly in the interva
© 1997 The American Physical Society 109
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FIG. 1. (111) interface of a simple cubic lattice and its two
loop representations. An example of a ground-state interfac
confined between two flat (111) layers is shown. The level se
at mean height consists of closed contour loops (CL) due t
periodic boundary conditions. Also shown is the fully packed
loop (FPL) representation of the same interface (see text fo
details of construction).

[0, 1000]. In the case of arandom elastic mediumthe
bond weights are also sampled in this fashion with th
important difference that the weights of all the bonds
directly above one another along the (111) direction ar
set equal, thus reflecting the intrinsic periodicity of the
elastic medium [3].

The problem of finding the ground state of an interface
in the presence of quenched disorder is that of minimizin
its cost. In the case of uncorrelated disorder this can b
done efficiently, i.e., in time that grows onlypolynomially
with system sizeL, using the max-flow-min-cut algorithm
[6,11]. Here the simple cubic lattice is interpreted as a
directed flow network sandwiched between two parallel
planes; see Fig. 1. For periodic disorder we make use
the (111) projection of the interface which gives a rhombu
FIG. 2. Cumulative number densityNssd
(normalized by total loop number), for
CL and FPL;L  480. FSS analysis for
L  72, 120, 240, and 480, is shown in
the inset and used to determine exponents
D and t (see text). Nssd is binned
in intervals of 0.08s at successives to
estimate the systematic errors which are
smaller than the symbols shown.
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tiling of the plane. This tiling is equivalent to a complete
dimer covering (perfect matching) of a hexagonal lattice
L; L is dual to the triangular lattice formed by the vertice
of the rhombi, while the dimers lie perpendicular to thei
short diagonals [12]. Periodic disorder is represented b
random bond weights onL, so the task of finding the
ground-state interface becomes one of perfect matchi
with minimum cost, for which an efficient algorithm also
exists [6,11].

Geometric exponents and scaling.—Given the exact
shape of the (111) interface its topography is complete
characterized by a contour plot with the level spacin
equal to a single step of the the discrete height. Th
contour plot consists ofcontour loopswhich live along
the bonds of the hexagonal latticeL. The contours are
closed due to periodic boundary conditions which w
impose in both lateral directions. For example, in Fig.
we have drawn all the contour loops at mean height, for th
(111) interface shown. The union of all the contour loop
for different realizations of disorder is thecontour-loop
ensemble.

Apart from this natural contour-loop characterization
there exists yet another interesting loop representati
of the (111) interface, the fully packed loops (FPL)
These loops owe their existence to the one-to-one mappi
between a (111) interface and a complete dimer covering
the hexagonal latticeL. By removing the bonds ofL that
coincide with the dimers, we are left with a configuration
of fully packed loops, as shown in Fig. 1, where ever
site of L belongs to one and only one loop. A physica
realization of FPL is the magnetic domain walls in the
ground state of the Ising antiferromagnet on the triangul
lattice [12]. FPL models of general loop fugacity in the
absence of disorder have been studied recently [10] a
were shown to be critical for values of the loop fugacity
that do not exceed two. The interface-FPL mapping thu
allows us to consider the effect of quenched disorder o
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FIG. 3. Loop correlation functiongsrd
for both CL and FPL;L  480. FSS plots
are shown in the inset; systematic errors
estimated as in Fig. 2 are smaller than the
symbols shown.
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111
the critical FPL model on the honeycomb lattice wi
fugacity equal to 1.

Following Ref. [9], we consider the fractal dimensio
of a loop D, the loop distribution exponentt, the loop
correlation exponentxl , and finally the interface rough
ness exponentz . Thesegeometricalexponents are used t
characterize the morphology of an interface which is s
tistically invariant under the rescalinghsxd ! b2z hsbxd,
whereb . 1 is an arbitrary rescaling parameter; such i
terfaces are termedself-affine.

The natural quantities associated with a loop are
lengths and the radius of gyrationR, both measured here
in units of the lattice spacing. For the ensemble of loo
we definenss, Rd, the number density of loops of lengths
and radiusR. Contour loops of a self-affine interface hav
no characteristic length scale and we anticipate a sca
form for the number density:

nss, Rd  s2s1yD1tdfssyRDd . (2)

Integratingnss, Rd over all radii gives the number densit
of loops of lengths,

nssd , s2t , (3)

which we use to extract the exponentst and D (see the
following section).

Yet another measure that was introduced in Ref.
is the loop correlation functiongsrd which gives the
probability that two points separated by distancer belong
to the same loop. Just as in the case of the number den
of loops we anticipate a power law

gsrd , r22xl , (4)

wherexl is the loop correlation exponent.
In Ref. [9] scaling relations were derived for the loo

exponentst, D, andxl assuming a self-affine interface o
roughnessz :

D  2 2 xl 2 zy2 ,

t  1 1 s2 2 z dyD .
(5)
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These results follow from sum rules for the average loop
length and the average number oflarge loops (i.e., those
with radii comparable tor) inside an area of linear
size r. Equation (5) tells us that there are only two
independent exponents so measuring all four and checkin
the validity of the scaling relations provides an important
consistency check on theassumedself-affine nature of the
rough interface. Furthermore, the second scaling relatio
suggests a method for measuring the roughness expone
directly from the loop data. Namely, integratingnss, Rd
over alls and making use ofDst 2 1d  2 2 z , we find

nsRd , Rz23 (6)

for the number density of loops of radiusR.
Numerical results.—We first describe our results for the

random elastic medium. Four different sample sizes,L 
72, 120, 240, and 480 were simulated with104 disorder
realizations for each size.

The fractal dimensionD and loop exponentt can
be simultaneously extracted fromnssd using a finite-size
scaling (FSS) formnssd  s2tfnssyLDd, which follows

TABLE I. Geometric exponents of both contour loops and
fully packed loops. Rational numbers are the proposed
exponents.

Random elastic medium
contour loops Fully packed loops

D  1.46 6 0.01 s3y2d D  1.75 6 0.01 s7y4d
t  2.32 6 0.01 s7y3d t  2.15 6 0.01 s15y7d
xl  0.50 6 0.01 s1y2d xl  0.25 6 0.01 s1y4d
z  0.08 6 0.01 s0d z  0.00 6 0.01 s0d
Random manifold
contour loops Fully packed loops

D  1.31 6 0.02 s?d D  1.74 6 0.01 s7y4d
t  2.19 6 0.02 s?d t  2.15 6 0.01 s15y7d
xl  0.49 6 0.02 s1y2d xl  0.25 6 0.01 s1y4d
z  0.40 6 0.02 s?d z  0.01 6 0.01 s0d
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from Eq. (3). In order to minimize the statistical noise a
large s, we consider instead the cumulative number de
sity Nssd ;

R
s̃.s nss̃d ds̃, with the scaling formNssd 

s12tfN ssyLDd. Results are summarized in Fig. 2. The
power-law scaling regime is evident over three decades
loop length (40 , s , 40 000). The deviations from scal-
ing at small and larges are attributed to the lattice cutoff
and finite lattice size, respectively. The best data collaps
yield D  1.46 6 0.01 andt  2.32 6 0.01 for contour
loops (CL), andD  1.75 6 0.01 and t  2.15 6 0.01
for FPL.

We have also computed the loop correlation functio
gsrd, from which the exponentxl is extracted using a scal-
ing form gsrd  r22xl fgsryLd. The best data collapses,
shown in the inset in Fig. 3, yieldxl  0.50 6 0.01 and
xl  0.25 6 0.01 for CL and FPL, respectively. An ex-
act value (xexact

l  1y2) of the loop correlation exponent
for CL was proposed for self-affine rough surfacesinde-
pendentof the roughness [9]. Our results (see Table
therefore provide further evidence of the universal natu
of xl for contour loops.

From Eq. (6) it follows that the roughness exponentz

can be obtained fromnsRd. Once again we consider the
cumulative number densityNsRd for which we propose
the scaling form:NsRd  Rz 22fN sRyLd. The results of
the FSS analysis yieldz  0.08 6 0.01 andz  0.00 6

0.01 for CL and FPL, respectively.
Given the numerical values of the geometrical expo

nents in the case of the random elastic medium, whic
are summarized in Table I, it is straightforward to chec
that the scaling relations, given by Eq. (5), hold for bot
CL and FPL. Although the small nonzero roughnes
z  0.08 appears to be in disagreement with the supe
rough scenario (z  0), it can in fact be understood as
an effectiveexponent due to the extra log divergence o
the interface width. We therefore expect this effectiv
roughness to approach zero with increasing system size
1y ln L.

We also carried out numerical simulations for theran-
dom manifold. Our results for the geometrical exponent
are summarized in Table I. They were obtained in th
exact same fashion as in the case of the random elas
medium using a FSS analysis forL  64, 72, 96, and 150,
with the interfaces confined between two boundary la
ers separated byH  55, 58, 65, and 78, respectively; see
Fig. 1. For each system size6 3 103 disorder realizations
were simulated. Our three main conclusions are, first, t
roughness exponentz  0.40s2d obtained fromNsRd is in
excellent agreement with that obtained from a more trad
tional approach that relies on measuring height fluctuatio
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[6]. Second, as in the case of the random elastic medium
geometric exponents of both CL and FPL satisfy scaling re
lations given in Eq. (5) giving strong support to the claim
that this glassy interface is self-affine. Finally, and quite
surprisingly, the geometric exponents for FPL remain un
changed from the random-periodic case. Moreover, the
values agree, within statistical errors, with those obtaine
in the absence of disorder, where the interface is margi
ally rough due to entropic fluctuations [10].

In conclusion, we have measured the geometrical e
ponents of contour loops and fully packed loops assoc
ated with the ground states of interfaces in the presence
quenched random and periodically random disorder. Th
contour loop results are consistent with the ground sta
interfaces being self-affine and rough, with roughness e
ponents in agreement with renormalization group calcu
lations. Surprisingly, the geometrical exponents for th
fully packed loops were found to be unaffected by the dis
order. This calls for a more detailed study of disordere
fully packed loop models with general loop weights.
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